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Co-occurring medical and mental illness and substance use
disorders among veteran clinic users with spinal cord injury
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Study design: Longitudinal analysis of SCI registry merged with VHA administrative-data and
Medicare claims files (FY1999–2002).
Objectives: To estimate the prevalence of mental illness (MI) and substance use disorders (SUDs)
among veteran health administration (VHA) clinic users with spinal cord injuries (SCI) and examine
subgroup variations by demographic, socioeconomic characteristics, and duration and level of SCI.
Setting: VHA clinic users (N¼ 8338) with SCI who were alive by the end of FY2002.
Methods: ICD-9-CM codes were used to identify individual MI (anxiety disorders, bipolar, depressive
disorders, psychoses, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and schizophrenia) and categories of SUDs
(tobacco, alcohol and drug abuse). Chi-square tests and multinomial logistic regression were used to
examine the demographic and socio-economic profile of VHA users with SCI and MI and/or SUD.
Results: Over a 2-year period, 46% VHA users with SCI had either a MI or SUDs: 20% had MI only;
12% had SUD only and 14% had both. The most common MI was depressive disorder (27%) and
tobacco use was highly prevalent (19%). African-Americans (versus whites) were less likely to be
diagnosed with MI only. Increased duration of SCI lowered the likelihood of MI and/or SUDs. Mood and
anxiety disorders were highly prevalent in veterans with SCI with chronic physical conditions such as
diabetes, heart disease, hypertension, and respiratory diseases.
Conclusions: Mental illness and SUDs are highly prevalent in the VHA population with SCI and is
complicated by the high rates of chronic physical conditions, presenting challenges in their healthcare
management
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Introduction

Individuals with spinal cord injury (SCI) may be considered

at high risk for mental illness (MI) because of the negative

consequences of SCI on physical and social functioning.1

Studies show elevated rates of MI among individuals with

SCI,2 others challenge this notion. In one study, two-thirds

of the study sample did not exhibit depressive or anxiety

symptoms.3 Depression may vary over the course of the

illness and be attenuated over time. Thus, evidence of higher

prevalence of MI among SCI patients is inconclusive and

a recent systematic review of psychological morbidity

concluded that further clarification is needed concerning

psychological consequences in SCI.4

Many veterans may be prone to post-traumatic stress

disorder (PTSD), because of events in wartime.5 However, a

comparison of individuals with and without SCI showed that

neither tetraplegia or paraplegia nor trauma-recency was

significantly correlated with PTSD symptoms though before

trauma was implicated.6 In fact, rates of trauma-related

distress after SCI were comparable with those after other

traumas;7 patterns of MI in individuals with SCI were not

found to be significantly different from those without SCI.8

Although the rates of MI may not be higher in individuals

with SCI compared with the general population, individuals

are at increased risk for substance use disorders (SUD).1

Community-based studies reported alcohol (21%)9 and

marijuana (16%)9 use, and SUD (52%)10 during the post-
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injury period. It is not clear from these studies as to whether

SUD was a problem premorbidly that led to the SCI itself,

however, Fullerton et al.11 did find evidence of premorbid

psychiatric illness (hypomania and depression) and alcohol

abuse related to the accident. There is also some evidence on

the relationship between SUD and medical complications

among individuals with SCI. Using National Institute of

Disability Research and Rehabilitation (NIDRR) Model SCI

systems data, it has been shown that among individuals with

SCI, pressure ulcers and SUD are related.10

Spinal cord injury is a life-long condition requiring

ongoing healthcare management. Although the common

post-injury secondary complications are urinary tract infec-

tions (UTI) and decubitus ulcers,2 the natural aging process

with SCI increases the risk of developing cardiac complica-

tions and high blood pressure. Individuals with SCI com-

pared with age-matched controls from the general or non-

disabled population have a higher incidence of hypertension

and ischemic heart disease. Earlier findings from the NIDRR

data show that heart disease is the leading cause of mortality

(35–46%) for patients surviving 430 years after SCI and

among those over age 60.12 Age-adjusted cardiovascular

disease mortality rates in the SCI population are more than

double the rates in the non-disabled population.

Spinal cord injury and the veteran population

In the veteran population, SCI is highly prevalent with

42000 veterans being eligible for medical care and other

benefits within the Veteran Health Administration (VHA).13

However, information on the types of MI and their

prevalence in the veteran population is scarce.

There are no nation-wide studies that are current in

documenting the prevalence or the co-occurrence of MI

and SUD among SCI-veterans. Often MI and SUDs co-occur,

and are highly prevalent in the veteran population.14 There

is also growing evidence of co-occurring medical illnesses in

those with a MI. For example, a review of literature based on

44202 abstracts, notes that compared with the general

population, individuals with schizophrenia have a higher

prevalence of cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, and other

diseases.15 Similarly, major depression is an established

precursor for cardiovascular diseases, development of type

2 diabetes and hypertension. Depression has been related to

adverse outcomes among those with SCI including lower

functioning, reduced activity levels, and increased secondary

medical complications.16

With the growing population of veterans with traumatic

injuries, our study may be particularly useful for healthcare

programs/services for this population. Co-occurring MI and

SUDs (including tobacco use) in SCI-veterans is challenging

in terms of care coordination and resource utilization.

Further complicating care coordination is that many of

these veterans are dually eligible, using both VHA and

Medicare systems for their healthcare.

Therefore the primary aims of this study are to:

(a) estimate the prevalence of MI and SUDs; (b) estimate

rates of various types of MIs and SUDs; (c) examine the

subgroup differences in MI and SUDs; and (d) explore the

relationship between commonly occurring MI and physical

disorders. These aims will be achieved by utilizing a multi-

system and nation-wide data from the VHA, Medicare, and

the Spinal Cord Dysfunction Registry (SCD-R) of the VHA.

Methods

Veterans with SCIs or disorders

The SCD-R data consist of a cohort of SCI-veterans and

related-disorders who utilize VHA for their care.17 It includes

information about veterans including demographics, level

and completeness of injury, etiology and date of onset

(N¼13097 with valid date of SCI onset). These data were

then merged with the VHA and Medicare claims data to

obtain the demographic and other information regarding

medical illnesses, MI and SUD conditions.

The dataset was a longitudinal cohort of veterans who had

an outpatient face-to-face use of services or hospitalization

either in VHA or Medicare facilities between 1999 and 2002.

We excluded veterans who: (1) had no VHA or Medicare face-

to-face encounters or hospitalization; (2) date of onset

occurred later than FY 2001; and (3) died during or before

the study began. Employing these exclusionary criteria

provided us with a study population of 8338 SCI-veterans.

Among these patients, 21% had missing data on race/

ethnicity and 2% on marital status, region, urbanicity, and

SCI severity. In multivariate analysis, we included missing

indicators for these variables and every attempt was made to

pick up SCI status and other details (missing from the

registry) from the administrative data using International

Classification of Diseases, 9th edition (ICD-9-CM) diagnosis

codes.

Measures

Dependent variables

Mental illness and SUD categories: Mental illness was identi-

fied based on International Classification of Diseases, 9th

edition (ICD-9-CM) codes (made by physicians and psychol-

ogists) occurring over a 2-year period between FY 2000-2001.

MI included psychiatric conditions such as schizophrenia,

depression, bipolar, other psychoses, anxiety and PTSD.

Substance use disorder included alcohol, drug, and

tobacco use over a 2-year period between FY 2000 and FY

2001. SUD was also identified by using ICD-9-CM codes. For

drug and alcohol use, we further distinguished between

abuse, dependence, and other (that is, occasional use).

Owing to high co-occurrence of both codes (dependence

and abuse) and lower rates of only dependence (drug abuse

1% and alcohol abuse 2%), we combined dependence and

abuse diagnoses into alcohol and drug use. MI/SUD cate-

gories were constructed broadly by combining MI and SUD

to create four subgroups: (1) No MI/SUD; (2) MI only; (3)

SUD only; and (4) both MI/SUD.

Independent variables. Demographics were gender, race/

ethnicity, age and marital status and contextual variables

were region and urbanicity (Table 1). The supplemental

insurance variable consisted of Medicare Fee-For-Service
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(FFS) enrollment. Duration and level of SCI were also

included. Owing to high levels of missing data in the

registry (28%) regarding SCI level of injury, every attempt

has been made to determine SCI status and other details

from the administrative data (we now have only 2.4%

missing).

We explored the complexity of medical conditions in SCI-

veterans by examining diabetes, heart disease, hypertension,

and chronic pulmonary disease (COPD) based on their

higher prevalence and the commonly occurring SCI-specific

conditions (UTI and pressure ulcers).1

Statistical procedures. Chi-square tests were used to examine

the bivariate associations between MI/SUD categories and

the independent variables. Multinomial logistic regression

was used to analyze the predictors of the MI/SUD categories.

As race (21%), marital status (2.0%) and geographic area

(2.3%) had missing data, we also created a missing indicator

for these variables and included them in the regression

analysis (not shown).

Findings

Overall, 34% had a MI; the most common being depression

(27%) followed by anxiety (10%) and PTSD (6%) (Table 1).

Tobacco use was common (19%) followed by alcohol (9%)

and drugs (8%).The majority of SCI-veterans (Table 2) were

male (98%), and a large proportion of them were classified as

service-connected disabled by the VHA (45%) or classified as

low income (38%); 54% were paraplegic and 44% were

tetraplegic.

Owing to smaller sample sizes for some MI and SUDs, we

created three mutually exclusive categories of MI and/or

SUD. Using this categorization, overall 20% had MI only,

12% had SUD only and another 14% had both (Table 2, col

3–10). Subgroup comparisons by the three MI/SUD cate-

gories showed that women veterans had higher MI and lower

SUD, patients o50 years had higher MI/SUD, as did African-

Americans and minorities compared with men, 75 plus years

and white race.

In multivariate analysis (Table 3), controlling for all

demographic, geographic and SCI-related factors, we found

women were significantly more likely to have MI only with

adjusted odds ratio (AOR¼2.11, 95% CI (1.494–2.99)). Older

individuals (age 4 65 years) were less likely to have either

SUD only or in combination with MI. For example, old

individuals in the age group 75 or older were 43% less likely

to have SUD –only (AOR¼0.57) and 62% less likely to have

MI/SUD (AOR¼0.38) compared with those who were o50

years old.

Compared with whites, African-Americans had lower odds

of having MI –only (AOR¼0.74) and Latinos had lower odds

of having SUD only (AOR¼0.51). Other minorities had

higher odds of having both MI/SUD compared with whites

(AOR¼1.92). Duration of SCI was negatively associated with

the prevalence of MI or SUD or both. As the duration of SCI

increased, the likelihood of MI or SUD either alone or in

combination was lower. Similarly, paraplegics were more

likely to have SUD only or MI/SUD.

Table 4 shows the highly prevalent chronic conditions in

our population during the period of study. Substance abuse

(26%), pressure ulcer (32%), hypertension (34%), and UTI

(41%) were the most prevalent followed by heart disease

(15%), diabetes (16%), and COPD (12%). Veterans with SCI

also had multiple comorbidities with 77% suffering from one

or more chronic physical conditions and with the majority

(53%) having two more conditions (not shown). A higher

proportion of those with diabetes (28%), COPD (25%), heart

disease (31%), and UTI (24%) had MI compared with those

without diabetes (19%), without COPD (20%), without heart

disease (18%) and without UTI (18%).

As shown in Table 4, across all conditions mood and

anxiety disorders were highly prevalent in individuals with

physical illnesses compared with those without these

physical illnesses. For example, among those with COPD,

depression was almost twice as likely (41.2 versus 24.8%) as

those without COPD. Similarly, among those with heart

disease, anxiety disorders were almost twice as likely as those

without heart disease (15.9 versus 8.8%). Across all the MIs,

substance abuse was consistently twice as likely in depres-

sion (43 versus 21%) and anxiety (16 versus 8%), but three

times as high in PTSD (12 versus 4%) compared with those

who did not abuse substances. We did not find uniformly

high rates of PTSD across all types of physical illnesses

(Table 4).

Discussion

Among veterans with SCI, the prevalence of MI or SUD was

high (47%) over a 2-year period, with 34% having any MI

and 26% having any SUD. These figures are higher than the

Table 1 Type of mental illness and substance use disorders among VHA
users with spinal cord injury

N 4%

Mental illness
Anxiety disorders 817 9.8
Bipolar disorder 217 2.6
Depressive disorders 2227 26.7
Psychoses 439 5.3
PTSD 522 6.3
Schizophrenia 267 3.2

Any mental illness 2852 34.2

SUD
Alcohol 750 9.0
Drug 667 8.0
Tobacco 1578 18.9

Any SUD 2190 26.3

Abbreviations: PTSD, post-traumatic stress disorder; SUD, substance use

disorder; VHA, veteran health administration.

Note: On the basis of VHA users with spinal cord injury, identified from the

spinal cord dysfunction registry as of 30 september 2000 (N¼8338) and

using VHA services as of fiscal year 2002. Patients were enrolled in either VHA

or fee-for-service medicare. The percentages may not add up to 100%

because an individual can have multiple conditions.
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15% reported by an earlier veteran-based study.8 However,

the percentage of those with SCI and depression was

comparable with those reported in a recent study of SCI-

veterans over a 3-year period.18 Our findings showed that

depression was the most common diagnosis in this popula-

tion of veterans All other diagnoses were present ino 10% of

the population. These findings suggest that regular screening

of depression among SCI-patients may assist in the early

detection and treatment.

We found many subgroup differences in the prevalence of

MI/SUD; veterans with a longer duration of SCI were less

likely to have any MI/SUDs. This finding is consistent with

Table 2 Description of veteran clinic users with spinal cord injury by mental illness and substance use disorder

All None MI only SUD only MI/SUD Sig.

N % N % N % N %

4458 53.5 1690 20.3 1028 12.3 1162 13.9

Gender ***
Women 80 45.5 60 34.1 14 8.0 22 12.5
Men 4378 53.6 1630 20.0 1014 12.4 1140 14.0

Age in years ***
o 50 1585 52.1 479 15.8 456 15.0 521 17.1
50–64 1751 52.2 680 20.3 419 12.5 502 15.0
65–74 757 57.7 342 26.0 108 8.2 106 8.1
75 and older 365 57.8 189 29.9 45 7.1 33 5.2

Race/ethnicity ***
White 2592 53.2 1002 20.6 605 12.4 675 13.8
African American 690 53.7 206 16.0 179 13.9 209 16.3
Latino 174 57.0 74 24.3 22 7.2 35 11.5
Other 37 44.6 15 18.1 13 15.7 18 21.7

Marital status ***
Married 2098 59.0 803 22.6 324 9.1 331 9.3
Not married 2254 48.8 848 18.4 696 15.1 820 17.8

Region ***
North East 492 55.2 195 21.9 76 8.5 129 14.5
Mid West 873 50.9 333 19.4 256 14.9 254 14.8
South 2124 54.6 782 20.1 475 12.2 510 13.1
West 852 51.7 338 20.5 207 12.6 251 15.2

Urbanicity *
Urban 2920 54.3 1066 19.8 642 11.9 750 13.9
Rural 1177 51.6 466 20.4 320 14.0 320 14.0

VHA priority Status ***
Low income 1528 48.7 619 19.7 444 14.2 545 17.4
Disabled 2054 55.1 773 20.7 437 11.7 466 12.5
Co-pay 291 61.8 93 19.7 46 9.8 41 8.7
Other/unknown 585 58.4 205 20.5 101 10.1 110 11.0

Medicare ***
Medicare 3716 54.0 1436 20.9 799 11.6 930 13.5
No medicare 742 50.9 254 17.4 229 15.7 232 15.9

SCI status **
Paraplegia 2386 52.9 908 20.1 573 12.7 642 14.2
Tetraplegia 1992 54.8 727 20.0 425 11.7 488 13.4

Duration of SCI ***
o 10 years 1072 44.6 560 23.3 317 13.2 453 18.9
10–19 years 1200 55.2 400 18.4 284 13.1 291 13.4
20–29 years 1003 53.9 333 17.9 252 13.5 272 14.6
GE 30 years 1183 62.2 397 20.9 175 9.2 146 7.7

Abbreviations: MI, mental illness; SCI, spinal cord injury; SUD, substance use disorder; VHA, veteran health administration.

Note: On the basis of VHA users with spinal cord injury, identified from the spinal cord dysfunction diseases registry as of 30 September 2000 (N¼8338) and using

VHA services as of fiscal year 2002. Patients were enrolled in either VHA or fee-for-service Medicare. Asterisks represent significant subgroup differences by mental

illness and substance use disorders based on w2 tests. The percentages may not add up to 100% because of missing values in race/ethnicity, marital status, region,

urbanicity, and severity of SCI.

***Po0.001; **0.001 oPo0.01.
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other studies that find patients may experience depressive

symptomotolgy after the rehabilitation phase, but this

abates over time. Rehabilitation for SCI is lengthy where

the individual is in frequent contact with health profes-

sionals (for example, nurses, social workers, therapists)

trained to recognize symptoms of depression or substance

abuse for further evaluation. The professionals’ therapeutic

interaction alone may facilitate adjustment. However,

researchers have found in one study of SCI-veterans, that

despite the fact that 22% of their sample of 3678 veterans

received a depression diagnosis during at least one health-

care encounter (for example, visit for blood pressure

monitoring, etc.) and 72% of those individuals received

prescriptions for antidepressants, only 33% actually contin-

ued the antidepressant course for 6 months.14 This points to

the need for targeted follow-up by clinicians to determine

causes of non-compliance (that is, ineffectiveness, misdiag-

nosis) and also to ensure patient treatment compliance.

A noteworthy finding of our research was the lower

likelihood of MI only in African-Americans possibly pointing

to under-recognition of co-occurring mental conditions.

Further examination of racial differences in unadjusted

analyses without any other controls, also found the same

pattern; no other significant differences existed between

whites and African-Americans in the other two groups (SUD

only or both MI/SUD). This is consistent with the findings in

Table 3 Multinomial logistic regression on mental illness and substance use disorder VHA users with spinal cord injury

MI Only Sig. SUD Only Sig. Both Sig.

AOR 95% CI AOR 95% CI AOR 95% CI

Gender
Women 2.11 (1.49,2.99) *** 0.63 (0.35,1.12) 0.88 (0.54,1.43)
Men

Age
o 50 yrs
50–64 1.54 (1.33,1.78) *** 0.97 (0.82,1.14) 1.14 (0.98,1.33)
65–74 1.76 (1.47,2.12) *** 0.65 (0.51,0.83) *** 0.59 (0.46,0.76) ***
75 and over 1.97 (1.58,2.44) *** 0.57 (0.40,0.80) ** 0.38 (0.26,0.56) ***

Race/ethnicity
White
African American 0.74 (0.62,0.88) *** 0.95 (0.78,1.15) 0.94 (0.78,1.13)
Latino 1.07 (0.80,1.42) 0.51 (0.32,0.80) ** 0.70 (0.48,1.02)
Other 1.04 (0.56,1.91) 1.54 (0.81,2.95) 1.92 (1.07,3.46) *
Unknown 1.04 (0.89,1.21) 0.92 (0.77,1.11) 0.83 (0.70,1.00) *

Marital status
Married 0.95 (0.84,1.07) 0.57 (0.49,0.66) *** 0.52 (0.45,0.60) ***
Not married
Missing 0.95 (0.62,1.46) 0.42 (0.20,0.91) * 0.58 (0.29,1.14)

VHA prioritysStatus
Low income 1.38 (1.07,1.79) * 1.51 (1.08,2.11) * 1.95 (1.37,2.77) ***
Disabled 1.45 (1.12,1.87) ** 1.29 (0.92,1.80) 1.55 (1.09,2.21) *
Co-pay
Other/unknown 1.11 (0.82,1.50) 0.94 (0.63,1.39) 1.08 (0.72,1.62)

Medicare
Medicare 1.15 (0.97,1.35) 0.80 (0.67,0.96) * 1.04 (0.87,1.24)
No medicare

SCI status
Paraplegia 1.08 (0.96,1.21) 1.24 (1.07,1.42) ** 1.27 (1.11,1.46) ***
Tetraplegia
Missing 1.84 (1.28,2.63) *** 2.1 (1.35,3.27) ** 2.13 (1.37,3.30) ***

Duration of SCI
o 10 years
10–19 years 0.65 (0.56,0.76) *** 0.75 (0.63,0.91) ** 0.51 (0.43,0.61) ***
20–29 years 0.61 (0.51,0.72) *** 0.78 (0.64,0.94) * 0.53 (0.44,0.64) ***
30 and above 0.49 (0.42,0.59) *** 0.55 (0.44,0.70) *** 0.30 (0.24,0.38) ***

Abbreviations: AOR, adjusted odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; SCI, spinal cord injury; SUD, substance use disorder; VHA, veteran health administration.

Note: On the basis of VHA users with SCI, identified from the SCD-R as of 30 September 2000 (N¼ 8338) and using VHA services as of fiscal year 2002. Patients

were enrolled in either VHA or FFS Medicare. Missing indicators were used for race/ethnicity, marital status, region, urbanicity, and severity of SCI and parameter

estimates from these are not shown in the table. The regression also included intercept terms. Asterisks represent significant subgroup differences compared with

the reference group.

***Po0.001; **0.001 oPo0.01; *0.01 oP.
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the general population which found more services for

medications and less for mental conditions among African-

Americans.19

We also found higher rates of mood and anxiety disorders

among SCI-veterans and chronic physical conditions, and

the likelihood of MI or SUD was dependent on the type of

physical illness. Although those with diabetes were more

likely to have MI only, we also found that those with both

COPD and hypertension were more likely to have MI or SUD

in all combinations. We also found higher rates of SUD

across all types of MI examined. Further studies should be

undertaken to understand the health services use and needs

of this sub population for adequate treatment of the

associated mental disorders including integrated treatment

that considers SUD in light of patient’s other medical

conditions. Interventions that integrate mental health care

and substance abuse programs need to be tailored for those

with SCI, and be accessible. SUD has been noted as a barrier

to the receipt of rehabilitation services for those with

SCI, and reduces self-care. Clinicians need to be aware

of this to enhance rehabilitation outcomes and community

re-integration.

Across cultures, it is believed that emotional or mental

health problems necessarily follow SCI.20However, our study

and a few others3 point to the complex and varied nature of

MI, SUD and SCI over time where such unqualified

conclusions are unsupported. Although not longitudinal,

our study examined the prevalence of MI and SUD over time

by the duration of SCI and found that as duration of SCI

increased, the likelihood of MI and/or SUD decreased.

Similarly a study in the UK concluded that the relationship

between post-traumatic medical improvement and psycho-

logical well-being was complex and individuals living with

SCI learn to manage the consequences of their disability

without significant levels of psychopathology over time.3

Our study has a number of strengths and some limitations.

Strengths included our use of the SCD-R as the base and

linked that registry with the VHA administrative and

Medicare claims data, yielding a nation-wide overview of

the prevalence of psychiatric and SUDs in those with SCI; we

were able to capture detailed information on the current

comorbid conditions and SCI-related information. However,

the registry did not include data on the pre-morbid (MI and

SUD) status of the patients, an important determinant of

subsequent morbidity. Another limitation of our study is the

use of ICD-9-CM codes to identify MI and SUD. However we

do note that in the absence of DSM IV diagnostic criteria for

MI, many studies use ICD-9-CM codes to identify MI or SUD

in a variety of settings. These studies use payor claims data

such as Medicare, VHA, and private insurance, collected at

facilities, and national surveys. Also we did not examine

concomitant SCI and traumatic brain injury (TBI), known

Table 4 Description of VHA clinic users with spinal cord injury and chronic conditions by mental illness

All % Depression % Sig. Anxiety % Sig. PTSD % Sig.

N N N N

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease *** *** ***
Yes 966 12.0 41.2 172 17.8 93 9.6
No 7372 88.0 1829 24.8 645 8.7 429 5.8

Diabetes *** ***
Yes 1335 16.0 440 33.0 166 12.4 99 7.4
No 7003 84.0 1787 25.5 651 9.3 423 6.0

Heart disease *** ***
Yes 1209 14.5 465 38.5 192 15.9 86 7.1
No 7129 85.5 1762 24.7 625 8.8 436 6.1

Hypertension *** *** **
Yes 2794 34.0 914 32.7 374 13.4 206 7.4
No 5544 66.0 1313 23.7 443 8.0 316 5.7

Pressure ulcer *** ***
Yes 2687 32.0 851 31.7 307 11.4 152 5.7
No 5651 68.0 1376 24.3 510 9.0 370 6.5

Urinary tract infection *** *** *
Yes 3381 40.5 1083 32.0 403 11.9 188 5.6
No 4957 59.5 1144 23.1 414 8.4 334 6.7

SUD *** *** ***
Yes 2190 26.3 937 42.8 346 15.8 263 12.0
No 6148 73.7 1290 21.0 471 7.7 259 4.2

Abbreviations: PTSD, post-traumatic stress disorder; SUD, substance use disorder; VHA, veteran health administration.

Note: w2-values: ***Po 0.001; **0.001 oPo0.01; * 0.01oP (comparison groups are those without the MI) Comparison groups are those without the MI or SUD.

On the basis of VHA users with spinal cord injury, identified from the spinal cord dysfunction registry as of 30 September 2000 (N¼ 8338) and using VHA services

as of fiscal year 2002. Patients were enrolled in either VHA or Fee-For-Service Medicare. The percentages may not add up to 100% because the groups are not

mutually exclusive and an individual can have multiple conditions.
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co-occurring disorders that are frequently undiagnosed as

such, TBI may have increased the prevalence of depression

and PTSD.8

Despite these limitations, our study highlights the com-

plexity of illness among veterans with SCI. The high

prevalence of MI, substance abuse, and medical illness in

the SCI population and their occasional mutual associations

suggest not only a need for an awareness of these problems

but, in the individual with coincidental complications,

an investigation for causative relationshipFmedical or

psychological.
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